Machine hire price list 2020
All prices quoted are ex works. Please check for availability.
Progress House, 39 Boulton Road, Reading RG2 0NH. 0118 986 9253
Delivery/collection up to 30 miles is £2 per mile each way with a minimum charge of £15.00 plus vat.
All prices are subject to VAT @ 20%

Kersten K2100 power unit and attachments

Day

Extra Week
day end

Kersten K2100 hydraulic power unit.
9hp Honda Engine with recoil start and implement quick attach system.
Attachments may be disconnected for improved access.

£85

£60

£150 £225

Sweeper Attachment
100cm sweeper, collector and 40cm gulley brush. For general
sweeping and light moss removal. Brush may be angled left and right.
Suitable for hard, grass and artificial sports surfaces. Sweeper may be
disconnected for improved site

£50

£30

£80

Gulley brush 40cm hired with above sweeper

FOC

Collector box 100cm hired with above sweeper

FOC

Sports Separation Collector 82cm
For helping to clean debris from artificial surfaces.
Filters sand or rubber through a mesh, redistributing clean infill back to
the surface.

Snow plough attachment
100cm blade with urethane cutting edge
WeedBrush Attachment
40cm hydraulic drive with 8 steel wire mixture brushes suitable for
removing stubborn moss from block paving joints and surfaces. May be
used on tarmac with extreme care. Warning—wire brushes may leave
scratch marks on the surface.

Folding Sports Brush Attachment
2.5metre working width.
For levelling, grooming and presentation of artificial sports turf. Folds to
1.10m for transport. Includes storage stand and weight tray.

Note! When two or more attachments are hired at once, the cheapest implement is 50% off

Week

£125

£10

£5

£15

£40

£30

£20

£40

£95

£65

£40

£90

£150

£30

£20

£40

£95
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Kersten UBS14 power unit and attachments

Day

Extra Week Week
day end

Kersten UBS14 Power Unit
Hydraulic power unit with fingertip control powered steering and
independent mechanical Power Take Off.
Automatic diff lock.14hp Vanguard Engine with recoil start and
implement quick attach system.
Attachments may be disconnected for improved access.

£95

£70 £180 £275

Front Sweeping Machine 100cm working width
Overall width 109cm
Mechanically driven sweeper with manual angling, for the toughs jobs.
Fully adjustable for height and angle • 37cmØ Suitable for sweeping
hard and soft surfaces including artificial sports surfaces. Suitable
with all USB models. Quick-Attach70M system. Weight 60kg.

£50

£30

Weedbrush Attachment
Heavy duty 50cm mechanical drive Weedbrush with 10 replaceable
steel wire mixture brushes for removing stubborn weeds and moss
from block paving joints and surfaces and redressing overgrown path
edges. Includes brush wear.

£80

£60 £100 £195

Flail Mower Attachment
90cm cutting width.
Adjustable for height 25mm - 100mm
Great versatile heavy duty mower that will mow grass to a good
standard and cope with organic material up to 50mm diameter

£80

£60 £100 £195

Gravel Path Renovation Attachment
Working width 85cm.
For removal of weeds and roots on gravel, Redgra and other self
binding surfaces. Fully adjustable depth control.
This attachment rejuvenates weed bound gravel type surfaces by
freeing the roots of the weed from the filling and leaving them loose
on the surface to be raked or blown.

N/A

N/A

N/A

£295

Snow plough attachment
100cm blade with urethane cutting edge

£30

£20

£40

£95

£95

£70 £180 £295

£90

£150

Kersten Single Use Pedestrian Machines
Kersten HF600 Heavy Duty Rotary Cultivator
60cm working width. 18cm maximum depth.
Featuring Honda 13hp engine with all hydraulic drive for the heaviest
applications.
Variable speed transmission to wheels and rotor.
Can deal with house bricks.
All prices are net of VAT.

